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Ocular Imaging

Home-Based OCT: Ready for Prime Time?
Annual Meeting 2019

Combining 2 major trends in ophthalmology—the ubiquitous use of

optical coherence tomography (OCT) and the growing popularity of

home-based monitoring devices might offer synergies for retina

patients and physicians. But do the potential drawbacks of home-

based OCT monitoring outweigh the benefits? Is home-based OCT

an idea whose time has come?

We invited 6 ASRS members, including 2 international members, 2 in US academic practice, and 2 in US private practice,
to participate in a 3-part point-counterpoint discussion. Here are their perspectives.

International practice 

POINT: Home-Based OCT Reduces the Burden of Care

Since its commercial introduction in 1996, ophthalmic OCT has become the standard of care for
imaging the macula.[1] Over 30 million procedures are performed annually worldwide with a
year-on-year growth of 36% in the United States.[1-2] Until recently, OCT has been limited to the
clinic environment, where it is integral in the diagnosis and monitoring of macular pathology.
This includes age-related macular degeneration (AMD), the leading cause of blindness in
developed countries in patients over the age of 60,[3] and diabetic retinopathy, the leading cause
of vision loss in patients of working age.[4] OCT remains the gold standard for guiding
intravitreal therapy in these diseases. 

Although randomized controlled trials suggest monthly treatment with intravitreal anti-VEGF
agents for neovascular AMD and diabetic macular edema (DME) provides the greatest efficacy,
it is generally accepted that such a treatment regimen is often impractical and not cost-effective.
To reduce the burden on the clinic and patients, 2 other strategies have been developed: treat
and extend, a proactive treatment, and pro re nata (PRN), a reactive treatment. 

By its nature, a treat-and-extend regimen overtreats patients who receive injections even when their macula is dry.
Although PRN treatment intuitively makes sense, even in randomized controlled trials the results can be inferior to
monthly treatment,[5] presumably because disease activity can develop between the monthly clinic visits. Importantly,
clinic visits are not reduced with a strict PRN treatment regimen, as monthly visits are still required—and real-world
evidence for PRN treatment lags significantly behind clinical trial outcomes.[6-7] 

Several home OCT devices in development that will monitor retinal diseases[8-10] are threatening to disrupt the current
care model, offering potential benefits for physicians, patients, and the health care system by reducing the need for
clinic visits. They provide an opportunity for patients to monitor their eye disease activity in the comfort of home, similar
to how patients check their blood pressure for hypertension, blood sugar level for diabetes, or peak expiratory flow rate
for asthma. 

The benefits for the physician are obvious. If patients were able to triage their disease activity at home, they would
present for treatment only when necessary. This “true” PRN model identifies each patient’s ideal treatment interval. It
frees up physicians to see patients who actually require treatment without unnecessarily utilizing the limited time and
resources of an ophthalmic clinic. 

A randomized clinical trial of a home monitoring device for neovascular AMD has already demonstrated earlier
detection of CNV and a significantly smaller decrease in visual acuity from baseline to CNV detection in the device arm
(median -4 letters) compared with standard care (median -9 letters).[11] 

The increasing spectrum of modalities on OCT—enhanced-depth imaging, swept-source, en face C-scans, ultra-widefield
OCT, and now OCT-angiography (OCTA)—has helped broaden the utility of OCT on a single platform. Ultra-widefield
OCT allows for detection of extramacular disease,[12] and OCTA allows for detection of subclinical CNV. 

Subclinical CNV in fellow eyes of patients with unilateral AMD has been reported to have an OCTA-detectable
prevalence of 14.7%[13] and an exudative conversion rate of 21.1%, compared with only 3.6% of eyes without subclinical
CNV.[14] Most importantly, the potential to integrate deep-learning artificial intelligence with OCT home monitoring
opens the avenue for real-time notification of physicians when patients require treatment.[15-16] Clinical trials already
have validated that such OCT systems have sensitivity and specificity comparable to a complete retinal exam for
detecting fluid in neovascular AMD.[8]

The greatest burden to patients and their caregivers is the need for frequent clinic visits, rather than the intravitreal
injections themselves. In an observational cross-sectional study, 34.6% of patients reported anxiety related to waiting in
the patient waiting room and anticipatory anxiety. This compares to only 3.3% of patients who were anxious about the
injection pain itself.17 

Over half (54.4%) of patients preferred to have fewer clinic visits, regardless of the number of injections, and 14.4% felt
that their caregiver had been burdened by bringing them to the clinic.[17] The mean loss of productivity per clinic visit is
4.4±1.7 hours, with additional time lost by caregivers.[18] This is an economic burden not only on the health care system,
but the broader workforce itself.

In the 2017 ASRS Preferences and Trends (PAT) Survey, 14.1% of US members responded that they were already
utilizing a digital, web-based, home monitoring device for their patients with AMD.[19] The uptake will only increase as
more devices come to market and digital integration improves. Home OCT monitoring of retinal disease empowers
patients and their physicians to individualize care, offering hope of maximizing vision outcomes while minimizing
treatment burden and use of finite ophthalmology clinic resources.

COUNTERPOINT: Home-Based OCT Is Not Ready for Prime Time

Anti-VEGF drugs and OCT imaging have revolutionized neovascular AMD treatment and
outcomes. It has become clear that one of the best predictors of visual outcomes is baseline
visual acuity. This underscores the importance of early CNV detection. 

Since the era of the Macular Photocoagulation Study (MPS), investigators have searched for the
perfect home monitoring device to allow early CNV diagnosis. Amsler grids were shown to not
be sensitive enough. Preferential hyperacuity perimetry has been proven beneficial in high-risk
patients. To the best of my knowledge, preferential hyperacuity perimetry is available only in
North America. Its use is currently covered by the US Medicare program. 

OCT is probably the best diagnostic tool to detect CNV. Currently, the patient needs to visit a
medical facility to get an OCT. Advances in technology have allowed some companies and

research groups to explore home-based OCT as a screening device. But home-based OCT devices need to be
downscaled to make them portable. In doing so, the home-based OCT resolution must be adequate to detect CNV early. 

A recent study by Maloca and colleagues[10] compared the central retinal thickness obtained with a prototype of a
portable home-based OCT with a commercial spectral-domain (SD)-OCT device. The portable prototype compared
favorably with the commercial SD-OCT system. However, more studies are needed to compare other imaging
biomarkers of CNV activity such as fluid. Notal Vision’s Home-Based OCT System is particularly focused on detecting
fluid. 

In addition to its efficacy in detecting abnormal pathology, other characteristics that influence the success of the home-
based OCT devices include access, affordability, patient motivation, and patient psychomotor skills. Elderly patients
with AMD often suffer from other comorbidities that affect their psychomotor skills. The device must be easy to use
under these circumstances. 

In many countries, older patients often depend on caregivers and don’t have much disposable income, so affordability is
a big issue. To maintain patient motivation, the device must be precise so that few false positives and almost no false
negatives are encountered.

Is home-based OCT ready for prime time? In my opinion, we are not quite there yet. I hope the time will come in the not-
too-distant future when these devices become precise, affordable, and easy to use.

Academic Medicine

POINT: Home-Based OCT Is Good for Patients and Physicians

 In December 2018, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) granted a “breakthrough
device” designation to the Notal Vision Home-Based OCT System. This designation positions the
device in close contact with the FDA and accelerates the product’s development, assessment,
and review. The device pairs a patient-operated, lightweight OCT device with artificial
intelligence (AI) software to monitor disease status.[20] Home-based OCT would benefit both
patients and physicians by optimizing patient access and treatment and improving efficiency in
health care services. 

The convenience of home-based OCT increases patient access to retinal imaging, thus improving
physicians’ ability to monitor chronic eye diseases. Transportation is a major barrier to eye care,
especially among underserved and elderly populations.[21-22] Home-based OCT would help
these patients save travel time and costs, while maintaining or increasing the frequency of OCT
scans. 

The increased access to OCT technology with the addition of a home-based platform should allow for personalized
treatment approaches. Particularly in high-risk patients, more-frequent home-based OCT monitoring could detect
vision-threatening changes such as choroidal neovascularization (CNV) or fluid development earlier, allowing more
immediate intervention. 

Home-based OCT also can increase the feasibility of PRN-based intravitreal injections in patients with lesser treatment
needs. Many monthly visits to screen for disease progression could be avoided until there is evidence of increased
disease activity. These advantages lessen the burden on patients and as well as already-limited health care services. 

While there are concerns that additional OCT data from home monitoring will overwhelm workflows of already-busy
physicians, the growth of AI in ophthalmology presents promising solutions to improve the efficiency of image analysis.
Not only does the Notal Home-Based OCT already incorporate AI to analyze images with a sensitivity, specificity, and
accuracy similar to that of 3 retina specialists,[8] but investigators are developing AI to enhance the detection and
evaluation of many ophthalmic diseases including diabetic retinopathy (DR),[23] age-related macular degeneration
(AMD),[24-25] and retinopathy of prematurity (ROP).[26] 

Although reimbursement paths for home-based OCT are unclear for now, remote monitoring of chronic conditions is
gradually being incorporated into reimbursement policies. In 2018, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
approved reimbursement for remote physiological monitoring of weight, blood pressure, pulse oximetry, etc, as well as
related physician time. While home-based OCT may result in lost revenue for physicians’ patients visits and OCT scans,
the expected gains in patient outcomes should be promoted.

According to the National Eye Institute, the number of people afflicted by the most common eye diseases, including
AMD and diabetic retinopathy, is projected to double from the year 2010 to 2050.[27] The amplified need to monitor
chronic eye diseases will increasingly strain limited resources. Home OCT presents a way to alleviate the use of these
resources while increasing patient access, personalizing patient care, and potentially improving patient outcomes. 

Dr. Miller thanks Boston University medical student Rebecca Zeng for her assistance in preparing the manuscript.

COUNTERPOINT: Home-Based OCT Is Good in Theory, But Not in Practice

 Home-based OCT sounds appealing in theory, as it might enable retina specialists to monitor
AMD patients remotely and minimize the number of clinic visits. However, significant concerns
support the argument against home-based OCT.

Patient population

The patient population that could potentially benefit the most from this technology might be
technology-averse. The majority of home-based OCT candidates are either Baby Boomers (born
between 1946 and 1964) or of the Silent Generation (born in the mid- to late 1920s to the early
to mid-1940s). Recent analysis of Pew Research Center data found that while 92% of Millennials
(born between 1981 and 1996) own smartphones, the number goes down among Baby Boomers
(67%)—and only 30% of the Silent Generation has a smartphone. 

The same holds true for other technologies: 52% of Baby Boomers own a tablet computer and
57% use social media. Among the Silent Generation, only 25% indicate that they have a tablet
computer and a mere 23% use social media.[28]

In general, patients over 65 years of age cite physical challenges and lack of comfort and
familiarity with technology as the barriers to technology adoption.[29]

In fact, the decreased use of technology appears to go hand in hand with the increased
prevalence of neovascular AMD and geographic atrophy. The prevalence of AMD increases dramatically with age, with
more than 15% of the white women older than 80 years diagnosed neovascular AMD and/or geographic atrophy.[30]

Obtaining images

Even if we presume that physicians could get buy-in from their patients, obtaining good-quality OCTs might be a
challenge. First, obtaining a clear and centered image can sometimes be hard, even when done by a trained
photographer. It becomes even more difficult in patients who have neovascular disease or geographic atrophy, given that
fact that these patients might not be able to fixate. 

Second, the active disease can be missed if the crosshair lines are not centered properly or if disease is eccentric to the
fovea. In my clinical practice, I routinely scroll through all available images in the cube when examining for disease
progression. Third, home imaging can cause undue anxiety for patients. In my office, I frequently hear patients say,
“Doctor, I could not see that green star as well as before.” This might result in a growing number of phone calls that will
actually increase physician workload—and phone calls are not reimbursed.

Interpreting images

The question of who is going to be reading the images, and where, and how, is important from the clinical care,
reimbursement, and medico-legal standpoints. When it comes to any form of telemedicine in ophthalmology and in
other fields, there is a lack of widespread reimbursement, lack of interstate licensure reciprocity, lack of universal access
to necessary technology, concerns about maintaining patient confidentiality and concerns and limited precedent
regarding liability issues.[31] 

Patients who might benefit the most from home-based OCT are also most technology adverse. The challenges of
obtaining good quality images are also more prominent in this patient population. Finally, establishing the logistics of
image interpretation and communication back to the doctors and patients represents a unique challenge in the world
where telemedicine is, ultimately, in its infancy.

Private Practice

POINT: Home-Based OCT Offers Real-Time Monitoring

Home-based OCT holds great promise in enabling more convenient (and potentially more
frequent) monitoring of chronic disease activity. The pivotal clinical trials in AMD, DME, and
retinal vein occlusion (RVO) established the precedent of monitoring these diseases with OCT
scans every 4 weeks; and our currently preferred practice patterns (eg, PRN, treat and extend)
have evolved from this paradigm of periodic OCT monitoring. 

In an ideal world, wouldn’t we rather monitor disease activity in real time than at monthly (or
less-frequent) intervals? With home-based OCT, patients could conceivably capture weekly—or
even daily—OCT scans, in a fraction of the total time required for a typical office visit. More-
frequent disease monitoring could enable us to pinpoint the precise moment of macular
decompensation, and tailor treatment accordingly.

From the patient’s perspective, home-based OCT would cut down on travel time, office wait
time, and other indirect costs associated with frequent office visits. From the payor’s
perspective, home-based OCT could increase cost-effectiveness by reducing the number of
office visits required to monitor several of the most common chronic macular diseases. 

From the retina specialist’s perspective, home-based OCT has the potential to increase productivity, with more clinic
time devoted to patients in need of therapeutic intervention, and less clinic time devoted to patients with stable disease.

A number of practical barriers remain before home-based OCT can be integrated into routine, community-based clinical
retina practice. Putting OCT devices into the homes of our patients will require either a substantial reduction in the cost
of the OCT equipment, or a highly mobile platform for OCT imaging. 

Advances in automated image capture may eventually allow patients to acquire their own OCT data, but for now, these
systems depend on a skilled operator to obtain images of sufficient quality for clinical decision making. 

To process the enormous amount of data generated via home-based OCT, retina specialists will likely rely on help from
AI-based image processing algorithms currently under development. Our clinical workflow will also have to evolve as we
integrate home-based OCT and other telehealth services into our daily routine.

Office-based OCT has now been around for almost a generation. Just as digital computing evolved from the mainframe
computer of the 1960s to the personal computers of the ’80s and ’90s, to smartphones and mobile devices of the 2000s,
next-generation OCT technology will increasingly be suited to home- or mobile-based applications. 

This transition has enormous potential to transform the way we treat our patients and the way they live their lives.
Retina specialists must continue to engage with new technology in order to remain relevant as physicians, and to
provide the best possible care for our patients with chronic macular disease.

Counterpoint: Cost, Feasibility, Compliance Issues Hinder Home-Based OCT

While OCT is arguably the most important piece of technology for clinic-based monitoring of
retinal disease, there are potential drawbacks to its use as a home-based platform. Let us
assume we are considering a home-based OCT platform that tests the central 10 degrees of the
retina for presence of fluid in patients with AMD, DME, and RVO. The system then sends an
alert to the patient’s retina specialist should a concerning change occur. 

The first hurdle is cost. Home-based OCT would seemingly be most attractive for monitoring
macular degeneration, but many AMD patients are on a fixed income and may not be able to
afford such a device. One could argue that the cost is justified by the potential benefits, so let us
take a closer look. Most US patients with wet AMD are on a treat-and-extend regimen.[32] 

In these instances, the greatest chance of increasing fluid is during the 1 to 2 weeks of treatment
extension. The chances of irreversible vision loss from some fluid accumulation are limited with

such close follow-up. This is confirmed by multiple randomized clinical trials (TREX-AMD,[33] TREND,[34]CAN-TREAT [35]),
which showed similar visual outcomes with a treat-and-extend regimen compared to monthly injections. Thus, while a
home-based OCT platform may help a few individuals, we need to consider whether the number needed to treat justifies
the cost. 

The next drawback to home-based OCT is based on the specificity and clinical implications of findings. False positives
or clinically insignificant changes in OCT findings detected on a home-based platform could result in undue stress to
patients and undue burden to physicians who bear the ultimate responsibility of imaging 
interpretation and clinical intervention. 

Not all fluid needs to be treated aggressively; we know from multiple AMD studies  that persistence of subretinal fluid is
not necessarily a poor prognosticator for vision and from DRCR.net Protocol V that center-involving DME in the
presence of good vision can be safely monitored.

The next drawback to home-based imaging is its feasibility. Non-mydriatic OCT image acquisition in an elderly patient
population may not always be straightforward secondary to media opacities, limited patient mobility, and difficulty
maintaining fixation. The additional issue of feasibility is also the responsibility of the physician. 

In addition to direct patient care, physicians already spend a good deal of time responding to patient calls, following up
on lab results, and speaking with other members of the patient care team. Alerts from a home-based system would
require an additional investment of physician time to review the results, talk with the patient, and make a clinical
decision. Given the volume of such results that a physician may have to review and the limited time available, monitoring
such results may not be feasible.

The final limitation pertains to compliance and a false sense of security. Patients willing to obtain a home-based OCT
system and adhere to the screening guidelines may be those who already monitor their Amsler grids regularly and pay
close attention to changes in vision. Such patients may thus detect very early changes in their disease without an
additional screening tool. 

On the other hand, there will certainly be patients who invest money into a home-based OCT device and fail to use it.
This could create a false sense of security to a physician who assumes it is safe to see a patient less frequently given the
presence of this novel tool. 

Patients might use a home-based OCT tool and feel that it effectively replaces their routine funduscopic evaluations.
This could result in delayed follow-up and diagnosis of vision-threatening disease. For example, a new small subretinal
hemorrhage may not be preceded by new subretinal fluid, and such hemorrhage may not be easily detected on a home-
based OCT platform. 

Ultimately, as with any screening tool, the benefits to be gleaned have to be weighed against  the associated burdens of
cost, specificity, feasibility, and compliance, which at this time outweigh the potential benefits.
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